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AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- CrowdStrike (Nasdaq: CRWD) today announced it has been positioned as a

Leader in the IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Risk-Based Vulnerability Management Platforms 2023 Vendor

Assessment1. CrowdStrike Falcon Exposure Management reduces intrusion risk by providing comprehensive

visibility into potential adversary attack paths, enabling customers to prioritize and proactively remediate the

vulnerabilities that could lead to a breach. By delivering exposure management as tightly integrated capability on

the AI-native CrowdStrike Falcon platform, organizations can consolidate vulnerability management point products,

eliminate additional agents and unify protection against adversary intrusion.

“Adversaries are moving with increasing speed, weaponizing vulnerabilities in minutes or hours as opposed to days

or weeks. Traditional approaches to vulnerability management force security teams to be reactive, with limited

visibility into how an adversary will attempt to break in, before they can cause a breach,” said Raj Rajamani, head of

products at CrowdStrike. “Our leadership in vulnerability management validates the integrated approach of the

CrowdStrike Falcon platform. By unifying data from across the attack surface, assets, accounts, applications and

vulnerabilities, we deliver true, proactive reduction in adversary intrusion risk.”

CrowdStrike Falcon platform expands to dominate exposure management and IT automation

use cases 
 CrowdStrike recently announced two new o�erings that expand the AI-native Falcon platform’s ability to reduce risk

and create unprecedented visibility across IT and security teams while consolidating costly, complex point products.
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CrowdStrike Falcon Exposure Management uni�es real-time security and IT data sets from Falcon Surface

(External Attack Surface Management), Falcon Discover (Asset, Account and App Discovery) and Falcon Spotlight

(Vulnerability Management), as well as CrowdStrike’s renowned threat intelligence, endpoint, XDR telemetry and AI-

powered exploit prioritization, to predict attack paths and guide risk mitigation actions that stop breaches before

they happen.

According to the IDC MarketScape report, “organizations that use CrowdStrike for EDR and have already deployed

CrowdStrike agents will �nd it easy to get started with Falcon Spotlight. With Falcon Exposure Management,

customers will be able to bring in third-party scan data so that all can be managed in one system instead of

customers needing a separate scanning solution.”

Building on the bene�ts of Falcon Exposure Management, CrowdStrike also recently announced Falcon for IT, a

new IT automation o�ering designed to bridge the gap between security and IT with elegant, end-to-end work�ows.

With Falcon for IT, teams can leverage their existing CrowdStrike Falcon agents to search all system-related event,

state and performance data, monitor the state of CrowdStrike managed endpoints and automate remediation to

rapidly �x issues, such as installing patches and changing endpoint policies.

1 IDC MarketScape: Worldwide Risk-Based Vulnerability Management Platforms 2023 Vendor Assessment (doc #US50302323, November 2023).

About IDC MarketScape 
 IDC MarketScape vendor assessment model is designed to provide an overview of the competitive �tness of ICT

(information and communications technology) suppliers in a given market. The research methodology utilizes a

rigorous scoring methodology based on both qualitative and quantitative criteria that results in a single graphical

illustration of each vendor’s position within a given market. IDC MarketScape provides a clear framework in which

the product and service o�erings, capabilities and strategies, and current and future market success factors of IT

and telecommunications vendors can be meaningfully compared. The framework also provides technology buyers

with a 360-degree assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of current and prospective vendors.

About CrowdStrike 
 CrowdStrike (Nasdaq: CRWD), a global cybersecurity leader, has rede�ned modern security with the world's most

advanced cloud-native platform for protecting critical areas of enterprise risk – endpoints and cloud workloads,

identity and data.

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud and world-class AI, the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform leverages real-

time indicators of attack, threat intelligence, evolving adversary tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the
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enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and

prioritized observability of vulnerabilities.

Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform delivers rapid and

scalable deployment, superior protection and performance, reduced complexity and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.

Learn more: https://www.crowdstrike.com/ 

Follow us: Blog | Twitter | LinkedIn | Facebook | Instagram 

Start a free trial today: https://www.crowdstrike.com/free-trial-guide/

© 2023 CrowdStrike, Inc. All rights reserved. CrowdStrike, the falcon logo, CrowdStrike Falcon and CrowdStrike

Threat Graph are marks owned by CrowdStrike, Inc. and registered with the United States Patent and Trademark
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